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In My Opinion
Changes Needed in our
Educational System

By Claudia J. Wojciakowski, GVSU Emeritus Faculty

Perhaps it is time for P-20 educators (as defined by the

F

Michigan Department of Education in the Top 10 in 10

from questions such as “Where do you go to school?” and

the Michigan Department of Education (MDE) and its

or or against the current political climate, there is a
change in the view of public education. Jeffrey Slingo

(2017) suggests the conversation on education has changed
“What is your major?” to “Why that school?” and “How
does that school support your post commencement plans?”
How do we, as educators, begin to answer these questions?
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Years Initiative; http://mi.gov/top10in10) to take a business perspective. Within the Top 10 in 10 Years Initiative,
collaborators defined the vision of education—“Every
learner in Michigan’s public schools will have an inspiring,
engaging, and caring learning environment that fosters
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creative and critical thinkers who believe in their ability

tion of educational partnerships between educators on all

to positively influence Michigan and the world beyond. “

levels and the community in providing quality education

(p.4) and the mission of education—“Support Learning

in Michigan.

and Learners” (p.4).

I believe these partnerships might help define an educa-

I truly believe in both the expressed vision and mission as

tional outcome that everyone wants. It is difficult not to

an educator, but will they sell? If I went to my neighbors

defend our actions within these partnerships. Defending

and said public schools are going to help your children

our actions, however, doesn’t lead to the change our

be creative critical thinkers who believe in their ability to

educational system needs. It works to keep the status quo.

positively influence Michigan and the world beyond by

It is scary and exciting to think of the future in terms of

supporting their learning, they would just stare at me.

change, but as educators know standing still is often going

So what do my neighbors want? They want outcomes.

backwards.

As educators, we hesitate to ask questions such as “What

So let’s move forward. Let’s express our professional

is our product?” and “How do our best practices produce
a better product?” I am not trying to turn education into
business or equate a child with a product. I am suggesting
we communicate with our constituents. I often wonder:
where is the voice of my professional education colleagues

opinions as educational leaders while listening to our
community to provide the outcome we both want. In turn,
we will be able to answer the question “Why that school?”
with confidence. Our children attend “that school” because
it provides the best learning and support for them as learn-

in the creation and development of educational policy

ers today and prepares them for their future.

and practice? Maybe we are speaking in a language that

Reference

isn’t heard or doesn’t reflect the public interest. Maybe we

Selingo, Jeffrey (Summer, 2017). There is life after college, Phi

complain but don’t speak about positive educational policy
and practice in terms of outcomes. Worse yet, maybe we
don’t express our knowledge as educational professionals

Kappa Phi FORUM, Higher Education Issue, p.28.

Contact Information
If you would like more information about Michigan’s

at all.

“Top 10 in 10” Strategic Plan, or any of the efforts related

In looking at the MDE Top 10 in 10 Years Initiative,

to making Michigan a premier education state, you can

a strategic plan, goals and actions are spelled out for

visit the MDE “Top 10 in 10” Website at: http://mi.gov/

the MDE, Intermediate School Districts, Districts and

top10in10

Schools, School Boards, Parents and Families, Professional

You can contact an official who is involved in the design

Organizations, Teacher Federations, Institutions of Higher

and implementation of the Top 10 in 10 efforts via email

Education, Community and Public Agencies, Businesses,

at top10@michigan.gov.

Legislatures, and Learners. What is clear in the document
is that Michigan no longer thinks of the education system
as being K-12 schools. It is also clear there is an assumphttps://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/colleagues/vol14/iss1/16
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